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Red-Point, a smart post…

The new fiber quarz post Red Point are the evolution 
of the classic fiber quarz post. The use of great quality 

material and advanced technology allows the realization
of this new line of quarz fiber post.

The perfect transparency and a very high mechanical 
strength distinguish this new product. 

The light passes through the post without encountering 
obstacles and allowing the perfect  photo polymerization 

of the cements directly in the root canal, in this
way you get highly performing cementation. 

The light passes through the post without encountering obstacles and allowing the perfect photo 
polymerization of the cements directly in the root canal, in this way you get highly performing cementation. 
The problem of the traditional post in glass fiber or quartz fiber is evident when you have to remove them 
from the root canal, their color merges with the color of the reconstruction and with the color of the tooth, 

making impossible to distinguish perfectly the post. 
In order to remove the post  you have to use a milling cutter, with the traditional posts there is the risk of 

not perfectly follow the post in the root canal, and this could cause irreversible damage to the tooth.
Red Point post have colorful soul at the center, that becomes a really usefull feature: if you ever need 
to re-open the root canal, following the red line you will be able to get to the bottom of the root canal

without any risk. 

The colored core of the new Red point posts is created by the use of the same quartz fiber that the posts
are made of, in this way the post maintains its mechanical characteristics.

Even this new post are surface treated with the new Brushing Water Treatment System, an innovative 
system that allows to make the surface of the post extremely rough without damaging it.

A light massage prepares the surface in a homogeneous manner and increases the retentive power up
to 40% more than traditional posts.

The system also performs a thorough cleaning by removing any impurity from the fiber.

Conical Type 2° Conical Type 2°Cylindrical Type

SIM100RP        01             10  
SIM120RP        01             10
SIM140RP         01             10

CODE      CF/BOX    PZ/PCS

SIM160RP         01             10

HS50RP         01             10  
HS70RP        01             10
HS90RP        01             10

CODE      CF/BOX    PZ/PCS
CBC70RP          01             10  
CBC90RP        01             10
CBC110RP      01             10

CODE      CF/BOX    PZ/PCS
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